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101 Tax Secrets for Canadians 2007: Smart Strategies That Can Save You ThousandsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
KEEP MORE MONEY IN YOUR POCKET AT TAX TIME AND SEND LESS OF IT TO THE GOVERNMENT.    

    Canadians love to hate taxes. For many, the biggest expense they face every year is their tax bill, and complaining about a huge tax bill is something of a national sport. But most Canadians have done little or nothing to reduce the income tax they...
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Money Management For Canadians All-in-One Desk Reference For DummiesFor Dummies, 2008

	All the information you need to manage your money wisely in one great guide


	Looking to expand your knowledge of money management? This all-in-one resource is the tool you need. From dealing with debt and setting financial goals to starting a small business and planning your estate, this indispensable desk reference is bursting with...
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The Financial Numbers Game: Detecting Creative Accounting PracticesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Praise for The Financial Numbers Game
    
    "So much for the notion 'those who can, do-those who can't, teach.' Mulford and Comiskey function successfully both as college professors and real-world financial mercenaries. These guys know their balance sheets. The Financial Numbers Game should serve as a survival manual for both...
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The Civic Apps Competition HandbookO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Government agencies are increasingly being called upon to publish data as a means to
	
		increase transparency, deliver government services more efficiently, and innovate busi
	
		ness. Civic Apps Competitions (CACs) further these goals by providing incentives and
	
		a platform for software programmers to build innovative...
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Power Plays: Energy Options in the Age of Peak OilApress, 2012

	Many people wonder: Are we really running out of oil, or is it all a ruse to drive prices up? Is nuclear power safe and economical? Is solar energy really the key to providing plenty of carbon-free energy? Do we have enough natural gas or coal to make any loss of oil production irrelevant?


	In Power Plays: Energy Options in the...
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Domino 7 Lotus Notes Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2007
Raphael Savir has been a developer and consultant for Lotus Notes/Domino applications for 15 years.  He has worked in numerous positions, focusing on performance and development topics.  Raphael enjoys speaking on these topics, and has been fortunate in being able to do so frequently over the years.Now with LS Development Corporation...
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Soft Skills: The software developer's life manualManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Soft Skills: The software developer's life manual is a unique guide, offering techniques and practices for a more satisfying life as a professional software developer. In it, developer and life coach John Sonmez addresses a wide range of important "soft" topics, from career and...
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Investing DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2005
The first Demystified guide to take the mystery out of investing, Investing Demystified provides independent investors with hands-on explanations of basic investing topics without needless detours. Built around the no-nonsense model that has made Demystified one of McGraw-Hill's most popular series, this helpful and practical self-teaching guide...
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Financial Freedom: A Guide to Achieving Lifelong Wealth and SecurityApress, 2013

	If you're one of the millions of Americans who is buried in credit card debt, or maybe you're having trouble deciphering the fine print on your 401(K)—that is, if you even have a 401(K)!—don't dismay. You can start taking steps toward closing your financial illiteracy gap right away with the sound, practical personal...
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Personal Investing: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Did your investments take a hit in the recession? You're not alone. Between 2007 and mid-year 2009, the average 401K lost 31% of its value. Ouch. It's time to take control of your investments with Personal Investing: The Missing Manual. Financial experts agree that with the right guidance, consumers can make...
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Macs For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006

    

Take an online Safari, see who you're iChatting with, or pack a Mac laptop
    

    Simply Mac-nificent — all the cool things your new Mac can do! This handy guide helps you make the most of every model. Find out how to use all the cool software that's included, start a GarageBand,...
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UNIX Filesystems: Evolution, Design, and ImplementationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
A comprehensive look at the principles, functionality, and implementations of UNIX and Linux® filesystems
Every aspect of a network–storage, file transfers, backup–depends on the filesystem for structure, functionality, and integrity. Surprisingly, UNIX–the operating system of choice for mission-critical networks–has...
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